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Abstract

The article discusses role of teaching by taking into account modern features in the teaching profession, in the process of improving the prospective teachers’ professional competence, and the learning process organization. Effectiveness of the competence formation in prospective teachers determined by the qualitative criteria, the relevance of which relates to the educational process content and pedagogical conditions. Implementation of pedagogical activities following the principles and competent approaches to person-centered learning, new teaching methods used in pedagogical practice, plans of proposed methods for basic competencies formation in teachers, analysis effectiveness of decision making in certain pedagogical situations were discussed. Social implications in this study are resulted in society development changes, mainly the problem of globalization, the growth of the strategic direction of the market economy, changes in international relations and modern requirements for the teaching profession, ability to organize humanization processes, the ability to strengthen international relations, interpersonal and intercultural ties, etc., in-depth training, taking into account the above-mentioned modern requirements in the formation of the ICT competence in prospective teachers. The practical meanings associated with the learning process organized in a systematic way, where students will be able to create new ideas, further develop mentally and gain professional knowledge through a variety of activities, and gain experience in using the obtained skills in the right situations.
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1. Introduction

In modern conditions of reforming professional education, a competent approach to specialist training is relevant (Dall’alba & Sandberg, 1996). It is based on the improvement of the forms of students learning, training a qualified specialist, who is ready to reproduce knowledge and skills in a modern social, informational, and industrial society (Lytvyn et al., 2020). The use of a competent approach is dictated by the requirements of government’s modern generations, educational programs, and increased responsibility for the quality of educational services provided to the population. Sustainable development is a concept including ways to meet the living people needs and not deprive future generations’ opportunity to live; also there is a shift from general environmental education to education for sustainable development (Shutaleva et al., 2020; Kasimov et al., 2005).

The essence of contextual approach is based on the personality of a professional which is formed in the educational process. Sequential transition occurs from the educational activity to the modeling of professional quasi-professional activity by actual professional activity (Verbitsky, 1991).

Nevertheless, the institutionalized competence in the development of vocational education is a recent phenomenon appeared with other innovations such as introduction of self-managed learning, the integration of theory and practice, prior learning and the new theories validation, including authentic learning, social constructivism and knowledge construction (Mulder et al., 2007).

Information and communication technologies (ICT) are firmly entering all areas of our life such as: advancement in the application of ICT for the improvement of learning methods, teaching, research, and development (Basri et al., 2018). Governments and administrations are making efforts to provide the schools with good equipment, however, analysis of the ICT educational use in the classroom is lacking information (Sangrà & González-Sanmamed, 2010).

The education system presents new requirements for younger generation upbringing and training, the introduction of new approaches that should not lead to the replacement of traditional methods, but contribute to the expansion of their capabilities where this evolution must be systemic, consistent, and scalable; consequently, school teachers, college professors, administrators, researchers, and policy makers are expected to innovate the theory and practice of teaching and learning in complex organization for quality preparation of students to life and work (Serdyukov, 2017). Similarly, this is reflected in many documents that were adopted by the Kyrgyz Republic government.

Consequently, creatively working educators, striving to keep pace with the times, need to explore the possibilities of using and introducing new ICTs into
The use of ICT in educational institutions makes it possible to modernize the teaching and educational process, increase efficiency, motivate students to search for activities, and differentiate teaching, taking into account the individual characteristics of students.

The process of preparing teachers for the use of ICT in their professional activities cannot be only one-time and short-term. The practice has shown that it is necessary to create a system of regular methodological support for teachers in the field of ICT application in education. Teachers who have acquired knowledge in the field of new educational technologies need to constantly show themselves in them, to have a professional environment for information interaction.

The ICT competence of a teacher in this article, a bachelor’s degree in Pedagogical Education can be viewed as a combination of cognitive-activity and personal components (Dobaev & Sakimbaev, 2011).

Information competence is a personality trait, which presupposes the availability of knowledge and skills in the field of working with information, ICT application, as well as the ability, readiness, and experience of using ICT tools to solve information problems and independently obtain knowledge from information (Dobaev & Sakimbaev, 2011).

To solve these problems these are necessary:

1) Continuous professional development of teachers in use of ICT during education at least once every five years;

2) Software and hardware updates and maintenance of equipment information resources of an educational institution, technical maintenance of ICT and provision of access to the Internet;

3) Informational and methodological support of teachers’ pedagogical activity in using the ICT.

2. Research Methods

The modern level of the society formation characterized by dynamically developing informatization process, which makes new demands on the professional qualities of specialists of any profile in the field of using information communication technologies (ICT). In the conditions of informatization, the role of information communication technologies in all spheres of human activity, including in the field of education, is increasing, which is reflected in the training of highly qualified specialists with knowledge and skills in the field of informatics and ICT, capable of competently and consciously using these technologies and means. For the effective solution of practice-oriented tasks, ready for continuous improvement of their professional level.

Information communication technologies at school are not only the use of technical means in the classroom but also a new approach to the learning process, including forms and methods of teaching, focused on the development of the students intellectual potential. The ICT increasing relevance and society’s transition towards an information and knowledge resulting in the new challenge emergences for schools as represented in Figure 1 (Gerick et al., 2017). ICTs allow
the development and use of new means of information interaction between the teacher and students, and communication means, enrich the learning process and make it more effective, involving most of the student’s sensory components in the process of perceiving educational information. The problem of prospective teachers preparation for students education by use of digital technologies for isolated ICT courses were solved in the students’ qualification program (Falloon, 2020). Use of ICTs by educational institutions considered as environment which is enabling students digital learning, help to make decisions and responsible measures for environment integrity and economy viability (González-Zamar, 2020).

After analyzing the professional standards of a teacher (Verbitsky, 1991), we can say that ICT competence is one of the main competencies of prospective teacher which is considered as a complex ability for independently search, select, analyze, organize, present, transmit the necessary information to students; to model and design objects and processes, to implement educational projects, including in the field of individual and group activities using ICT tools.

3. Results and Discussions

The research objects in this article are professional competence of prospective teachers, teachers training, specific personalities and intercultural competence, pedagogical culture and the adaptation to education of modern teaching methods. Attention made to innovative and interactive technologies in training.

**Figure 1.** Analysis of school-level use of ICT by teachers (Gerick et al., 2017).
In the development of information and communication technologies, the following psychological and pedagogical problems can arise:

1) Problems of interpersonal communication. One of the main dangers of information and communication technologies in teaching is the lack of communication between teacher and student. In this regard, special attention should be paid to the organization of collective forms of educational activity.

2) The problem of emotionality in learning. Emotion is an important characteristic of the human being. It plays the role of indicators in human behavior, expresses the essence of human feelings and experiences, and determines a person’s attitude to reality. Therefore, the task is to use the means of information and communication technology logistics to form a clear idea among students that computer technology has far endless possibilities and it will not replace a person in the main thing consciously making optimal decisions in non-standard situations.

3) Computer in the system of teaching aids. The pedagogical ability of the computer as a teaching tool far exceeds the capabilities of traditional technical teaching aids. Considering the ideas of educational development and their applications in the introduction of new information technologies, it is necessary to replace the fact with main patterns of student development in learning process and interaction of cognitive activity types with a leading productive role.

The training quality was determined by a comprehensive educational success of control and experimental group of students, where measurements carried out to determine the level of theoretical knowledge and prospective teachers practical skills, standards compliance for which the effectiveness of ICT determined by the following equation (Lytvyn et al., 2020):

\[ E_{ICT} = \sum e - \frac{\sum k}{\sum k} \]

where: \( E_{ICT} \) is the effectiveness of ICT training; \( \sum e \) is the sum of marks (points) received by the students of the experimental groups on the results of learning using ICT; \( \sum k \) is the sum of marks (points) received by students of control groups.

The development of a methodological system for preparing a prospective teacher is possible by the following conditions: continuity, relevance, adaptability, ability to reveal the essence of each element, adequacy of reproduction and the unambiguity of the assessment of functioning, ability to indirectly perform the basic operations of the educational process (Dobaev & Sakimbaev, 2011).

The approximate content of the teacher’s ICT competence include following criteria:

- know the list of the main existing electronic textbooks on the subject;
- be able to find, evaluate, select and demonstrate information with assigned learning objectives;
- install the used program on a demo computer, use projection equipment, master the methods of creating the electronic teaching materials;
- be able to transform and present information in an effective way to solve...
educational problems;
• be able to choose and use software for optimal presentation of various kinds of materials required for the educational process;
• be able to apply New Information Technologies and the Internet are methods of conducting lessons;
• effectively apply the tools of organization in the learning activities of students;
• be able to form own digital portfolio and student portfolio;
• be able to correctly choose the form of information transfer to students, parents, colleagues, and administration.

Communication projects carried out based on the use of information and communication technologies are a promising direction in the formation of the communicative competence of students, which organically fits into the modern conditions of the educational institution, characterized by the openness of the information space and the widespread introduction of the system-activity approach in education.

As an example of ICT competencies development, experimental research carried out in vocational schools on the development of the educational process informatization system by taking into account the structure of the ICT competence of skilled workers and the trends of the information society are represented in Figure 2.

Teacher personality with their professional competence, social maturity, and spiritual wealth today, more than ever, is the most significant indicator in ensuring the teaching process effectiveness and upbringing the younger generation. Consequently, the prospective teachers quality of education and the level of professional competence formation are social criteria for the government and effectiveness of education following the modern society needs. The basis of the new structure of values is a position that can be called as a competence. Competence includes a set of interrelated quality concepts of a person knowledge (Figure 3), abilities, skills, methods of activity, assigned concerning a certain range of objects and processes and necessary for high-quality productive activity concerns.

Analysis made on the scientists views about the concept “competence” allow us to conclude, that personal competence presupposes the use of knowledge, skills, new thoughts, information, the ability to create objects of reality, obtained by a person in the continuous process of self-development. Competence is the possession of a person on the appropriate competence, including his attitude toward the subject activity.

Development of information competence is related to the concept “competence”, which is generally refer to definition illustrating comprehensive inclusion of numerous skills and abilities, general meaning and scope discussed on a macro level (Pettersson, 2018). It seems appropriate to distinguish between the concepts of “competence” and “competence”, as, for example, researchers of this
Figure 2. Average values of the ICT competence criteria of graduates of construction vocational schools (represented from the reference (Lytvyn et al., 2020).

Figure 3. Relationship between the concepts of competence, knowledge, expertise, skill, and capability.

problem S.V. Trishina and A.V. Khutorskoy (Alieva, 2012). Avoid combining SI and CGS units, such as current in amperes and magnetic field in oersteds. This often leads to confusion because equations do not balance dimensionally. If you must use mixed units, clearly state the units for each quantity that you use in an equation.

4. Conclusion

Competence is the general ability and readiness of an individual to act, based on the knowledge and experience acquired through training; focused on the individual’s independent participation in the educational and cognitive process and aimed at its successful integration into society. Formation of prospective teacher’s readiness for information and communication competence should be carried out by the requirements implying the intensive introduction of ICT tools in the professional activity. At the present stage, information and communicative competence are set as an indicator of a new quality of education. At the same time, competence closely links with knowledge mobilization, skills, and behavioral attitudes, tuned to the conditions of a specific activity. The specificity of the pedagogical goals for the development of general competencies is that they formed...
not in the form of the teacher’s actions, but in terms of the results of the student’s activity, in terms of the effect of his promotion and development in the process of assimilating a certain social experience.

Based on above research results, we can conclude that pedagogical practice play an important role in the formation of ICT competencies in prospective teachers. Their methodological and psychological-pedagogical competencies formed by use of non-traditional teaching technologies as pedagogical conditions for quality organization of the teaching process. The importance of using innovative and interactive methods in the development of ICT competencies in prospective teachers and the role of regular practice as a pedagogical condition were considered.
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